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ABSTRACT 
The premise of this paper is to provide the security to the company database with three different techniques. In this research 
paper a method is purposed to secure the database by using three levels of security viz. encryption phase, password phase and 
last one is fingerprint recognition phase. In most of the cases only one security mechanism is used to provide the security like 
password mechanism but due to advancement in technology single mechanism is not sufficient and for this reason author has 
proposed a method to provide high security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
Security is very important aspect in every field including database. As security is main concern in companies also so the 
aim of this research paper is to provide a tight security so that unauthorized users cannot access the information of 
company and database. Ensuring the security of database is a complicated issue. More complex the database, the more 
complex is the security strength that are to be applied. Database security concerns the use of a vast range of information 
security controls to cover up the databases which including the data, the database applications or stored functions, the 
database systems, the database server against adjustment of their confidentiality, integrity and availability. It involves 
various classifications of controls such as technical, procedural/administrative and physical. Database security is a 
consultant topic within the broader rules of computer security, information security and risk management. Security 
risks to database systems contains for example: Unauthorized or unintended activity or misuse by authorized database 
usersor by unauthorized users or hackers, Physical damage to database servers caused by computer room fires or floods, 
overheating, electronic equipment failures. Data corruption and loss caused by the entry of invalid data or commands, 
mistakes in database or system administration processes, criminal damage etc. Data Security means protecting a 
database from harmful forces and the unwanted actions of unauthorized users.There are some technologies of securing 
data like Disk encryption. But in this paper author has used three securing techniques like encryption, password and 
fingerprint technique. The presented paper comprises of six sections. The first section elaborates the introductory part. 
The second one is explaining the mechanism proposed by the author and is further subdivided into three parts i.e. 
encryption, password technique and fingerprint technique. The third section contain main algorithm in which other 
three algorithms are called. The last two sections represent the conclusion and references. 
 
2. PROPOSED MECHANISM: 
In this proposed method author has provided three level architecture in order to provide a tight security to company 
database. In this method firstly a company database is taken and then encryption algorithm (DES) is applied on it. 
After the encryption process, password process will start. In password process, encrypted company databases taken as 
input then an encrypted file is selected and password is applied to it. After applying password, re-confirm the password 
and in output password protected encrypted database will get. After doing this step, fingerprint recognition step will 
come. In this step protected encrypted database is taken as input and then pre-stored fingerprint is applied on file. After 
completing all these levels, the database is biometrically secured. 
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Fig.1-TRIPLE LAYER SECURITY 

There are three levels of proposed method which are discussed in detail below : 

2.1 ENCRYPTION: 
Encryption is the process of encoding information in such a way that hackers cannot read it but that authorized parties 
can. In an encryption scheme, the message or information mention to as plain text which is encrypted using an 
encryption algorithm, turning it into an unreadable cipher text. This is usually done with the use of an encryption key, 
which indicates how the message is to be encoded. Plain text indicates a message that can be understood by the sender, 
the recipient and by anyone else who gets an access to that message on the other hand when plain text message is 
codified using any suitable scheme, the resulting message is known as cipher text. There are two categories of 
encryption schemes the first one is Symmetric-key and second one is public-key encryption. In symmetric-key schemes, 
both the encryption and decryption keys are the same. Thus communicating parties must agree on a secret key before 
they wish to communicate on the other hand in public-key schemes, the encryption key is published for anyone to use 
and encrypt messages. Anyhow, only the receiving party has access to the decryption key and is capable of reading the 
encrypted messages.Public-key encryption is a relatively recent invention and all encryption schemes have been 
symmetric-key also called private-key schemes. 

 

Fig.2- ENCRYPTION PROCESS 

2.1.1 DES ALGORITHM:  
DES is a block cipher. It encrypts the data in form of blocks and size of each bit is 64 bit i.e. it operates on blocks of  
64 bits of data and a key of 64 bits .The 64-bit of plain text goes as input to the DES which produces 64 bit of cipher 
text. In reverse orderdeciphering is done with the same key. Only 56 bits of the key are used actually in the process and 
the remaining 8 bits are used for parity check, so they can be discarded. DES is a reversible process.The same 
algorithm which is used for encryption in DES also works for decryption, the only difference between the encryption 
and decryption process is the reversal of key portions. If the original key K was divided into K1, K2, K3………K16 for 
the 16 encryption rounds then for decryption the key should be used as K16, K15, K14……K1. 

 
Fig.3- BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DES 
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ALGORITHM: 
 Divide plain text into different 64-bit blocks. 
 Now apply the initial permutation (IP) over each 64-bit plain text. 
 Two halves of 32 bit permuted blocks are produced by the initial permutation called as left portion (L Port) and right 
portion (R Port) of plain text. 
 Right portion go through several operations  
 Left half is XORed with output from F function above.  
 Now each portion goes through the 16 rounds of encryption process. One round go through out of these 5 steps:  

o Key Transformation 
o Expansion Permutation 
o S-Box Substitution 
o P-Box Permutation 
o XOR and Swap 

 Both portions are re-joined and final permutation (FP) is performed on the combined block. 
 At the end 64-bit cipher text is produced. 
 
 
2.2 PASSWORD: 
After the completion of encryption process which is first level of security, next level of security is applied i.e. password. 
In this process, company database which was encrypted in first level is taken as input in this level. After this an 
encrypted file is selected and password is applied on it. Password is generated by the computer itself and given to the 
authorized users through the mobile phone given to them by the company. Computer itself changes the password on 
daily basis keeping in view about the security. After applying password, computer demands to retype the password and 
as a result password protected encrypted file is generated. . If the user is authorized then only he can move to the next 
level of this method i.e. fingerprint phase otherwise he is declared as unauthorized user and he can’t access any data or 
information. 
PASSWORD ALGORITHM:  
 Input the encrypted company database. 
 Select the encrypted file. 
 Password is applied. 
 Password is re-confirmed. 
 Password protected encrypted database will get as a result. 

 
Fig. 4- PASSWORD PROCESS 

 
2.3 FINGERPRINT TECHNIQUE: 
Fingerprinting is one of the oldest and the most extensive means of identification in use today. In this technique, the 
user attached to presses his finger gently against a small reader surface (optical or silicon) at the time of verification for 
less than 5 seconds and the size of reader is about 2 inch square. The reader is computer and takes the information from 
the scanner and sends it to the database and then it is compared to the information within. There is a database of 
fingerprint technique known as Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) which is taken and stored in the 
United States as other countries like Canada and the United Kingdom. Each person's fingerprints are unique. This 
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technique is most important as it has high reliability, accuracy and it is highly distinctive. 
2.3.1 PROPOSED APPROACH: 
In this approach admin fingerprint is inputted to the biometric machine and then that database is taken where 
fingerprints are stored. The architecture of the proposed approach consists of two phase’s viz. Phase-I and Phase-II. 
Phase-I selects the file and then measures the dimensions of the input thumb and compare it with existing database. 
After this compare the stored fingerprint with the applied fingerprint, then two process are done, the first one is 
verification which is 1 to 1 matching and second one is identification which is 1 to N matching. After this if the match 
is successful, only then the user is allowed to proceed further otherwise he has to try again. In PHASE-2 after extracting 
the minutiae, it performs the required amount of translation or rotation to fit the extracted minutiae points with 
database minutiae points. Then it compares the minutiae points for both templates with the help of matching module in 
phase-II. If match is successful, it is declared as ‘Verified’ and then ‘Stop’ otherwise it is declared as ‘Not-Verified’ 
and then ‘Stop’. 

 
Fig.5- FLOW CHART FOR FINGERPRINT TECHNIQUE 

FINGERPRINT ALGORITHM: 
1. Finger is inputted to the fingerprint scanner. 
2. Select the file from the database where fingerprints are stored. 
3. Measure the dimensions of the finger and compare it with existing database. 
4. If matched successfully then allow to proceed further, otherwise try again. 
5. Minutiae points of fingerprint are extracted and are rotated for matching.  
6. Compares the minutiae points for both templates. 
7. If match is successful, user is declared as genuine and Stop the process otherwise it is declared as not genuine. 

 
3. MAIN ALGORITHM: 
In this section two algorithms are discussed one for the forward process and one for backward process. The proposed 
model has two processes in which those three phases are explained in detail: forward process and backward process. In 
forward process basically a company database is taken and then the database is encrypted using DES algorithm. After 
encryption process the password is applied on that encrypted database and then on whole process fingerprint technique 
is used. There is a pre-stored fingerprint database by which matching of fingerprint is done, if match occur then the 
user is authorized and allowed to access the system of company otherwise it is declared as unauthorized use. After 
doing this whole process a biometrically secure database can be achieved. Backward process is reverse process of the 
forward process. In this the biometrically secure database is taken and then fingerprint techniques is applied, if match 
occurs then the user is allowed to proceed further otherwise user is declare as unauthorized user. After a successful 
match password is apllied and then the encrypted database will open after which company database will open. 

FORWARD ALGORITHM FOR TRIPLE LAYER DATABASE SECURITY  
a) Select company database. 
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b)  [Apply encryption on company database] 
     CALL DES_ENC (.SQL Database file) 
c)  [Apply password] 
     CALL PASSWD_SEC (ENCRYP_DB, ENCRYP_KEY)  
d)  [Apply pre-stored fingerprint to output of previous step] 
     CALL FINGERPRINT_TECH (PASS_ENC_DB) 
e)  [Save output]       
    Write: Biometrically protected company database (FP_PASS_ENC_DB) 
 
REVERSE ALGORITHM FOR TRIPLE LAYER DATABASE SECURITY 
a) Biometrically protected company database (FP_PASS_ENC_DB) 
b) [Apply pre-stored fingerprint to output of previous step]  
     CALL FINGERPRINT_TECH (PASS_ENC_DB) 
c) [Apply password]  
    CALL PASSWD_SEC (ENCRYP_DB, ENCRYP_KEY)  
d) [Apply encryption on company database]  
     CALL DES_ENC (.SQL Database file) 
e) Company database. 
 
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: 
The main focus of this proposed method is to secure the database by using three levels of security viz. encryption phase, 
password phase and last one is fingerprint recognition phase. In most of the cases only one security mechanism is used 
for example Password mechanism but due to advancement in technology single mechanism is not sufficient to provide 
high security. So for providing high security author has proposed this method to stop the unauthorized access to 
database. In the future, compression method can be added to this proposed method which will be difficult for 
unauthorized users to access the database or any information of the organization. 
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